A First Course in Topos Quantum Theory
In the last five decades various attempts to formulate theories of quantum gravity have been made, but none has fully succeeded in becoming the quantum theory of gravity. One possible explanation for this failure might be the unresolved fundamental issues in quantum theory as it stands now. Indeed, most approaches to quantum gravity adopt standard quantum theory as their starting point, with the hope that the theory's unresolved issues will get solved along the way. However, these fundamental issues may need to be solved before attempting to define a quantum theory of gravity. The present text adopts this point of view, addressing the following basic questions: What are the main conceptual issues in quantum theory? How can these issues be solved within a new theoretical framework of quantum theory? 
Nonlinear Optical Properties of Materials
This book is mostly concerned on the experimental research of the nonlinear optical characteristics of various media, low-and high-order harmonic generation in different materials, and formation, and nonlinear optical characterization of clusters. We also demonstrate the inter-connection between these areas of nonlinear optics.
Features 7 Focuses on the experimental studies of the nonlinear optical properties of different materials 7 Shows the relation between the low-order and high-order nonlinear optical characteristics of media 7 Demonstrates methods of laser wavelength conversion in various media, which allows the establishment of the nonlinear optical spectroscopy based on harmonic generation in those media 7 Presents comprehensive analysis of the formation of clusters through laser ablation of nanoparticles and frequency conversion of laser radiation in clustered plasma media
Contents
Introduction.-References.-Chapter 1 Low-order harmonic generation of laser radiation in various media.-Chapter 2 High-order harmonic generation from laser ablation of various surfaces.-Chapter 3 Nonlinear optical refraction and absorption of media.-Chapter 4 Laser ablation induced cluster formation.-Chapter 5 Low-order nonlinear optical characterization of clusters.-Chapter 6 Application of nanoparticle-contained plasmas for high-order harmonic generation.
Fields of interest
Optics, Optoelectronics, Plasmonics and Optical Devices; Optical and Electronic Materials; Laser Technology, Photonics 
Target groups Research

Discount group
Theory of Gravitational Interactions
This reference textbook is an up-to-date and selfcontained introduction to the theory of gravitational interactions. The first part of the book follows the traditional presentation of general relativity as a geometric theory of the macroscopic gravitational field. A second, advanced part then discusses the deep analogies (and differences) between a geometric theory of gravity and the gauge theories of the other fundamental interactions. 
Features
Einstein in Matrix Form
Exact Derivation of the Theory of Special and General Relativity without Tensors
This book is an introduction to the theories of Special and General Relativity. The target audience are physicists, engineers and applied scientists who are looking for an understandable introduction to the topic -without too much new mathematics. The fundamental equations of Einstein's theory of Special and General Relativity are derived using matrix calculus, without the help of tensors. This feature makes the book special and a valuable tool for scientists and engineers with no experience in the field of tensor calculus.
Features 7
Derives the fundamental equations of Einstein's theory of special and general relativity using matrix calculus, without the help of tensors 7 Provides necessary mathematical tools in a user-friendly way, either directly in the text or in the appendices 7 Appendices contain an introduction to classical dynamics as a refresher of known fundamental physics 7 Rehearses vector and matrix calculus, differential geometry, and some special solutions of general relativity in the appendices 
Contents
A Superintense Laser-Plasma Interaction Theory Primer
The continuous trend towards higher and higher laser intensities has opened the way to new physical regimes and advanced applications of laser-plasma interactions, thus stimulating novel connections with ultrafast optics, astrophysics, particle physics, and biomedical applications. This book is primarily oriented towards students and young researchers who need to acquire rapidly a basic knowledge of this active and rapidly changing research field. To this aim, the presentation is focused on a selection of basic models and inspiring examples, and includes topics which emerged recently such as ion acceleration, "relativistic engineering" and radiation friction.
Features
7 Interest in the book because of the limited number of other books on similar topics 7 Concise size (100 pages) and timely contents making the book attractive and complementary to more extended, but less updated work 7 Accessibility to students, newcomers and non-specialists, by adopting a problem-oriented approach which simplifies the mathematical description but keeps self-consistency 7 Suitability of the book as the main textbook of an introductory lecture course on laser-plasma interactions, or as an additional textbook for a more general course on plasma physics Contents 1. Introduction.-2. From one to many electrons.-3. Relativistic nonlinear waves in plasmas.-4. Electron acceleration.-6. Photon acceleration and relativistic engineering. 
Field of interest Plasma Physics
Target groups Research
Discount group
Thin films and coatings in biology
This book covers implantable medical devices such as cardiac stents and prosthetic orthopedic joints. These implants are subject to varying degrees of rejection by their hosts. To reduce rejection, it is common for these implants to be coated with an appropriate material. Control and measurement of the coating thickness is very important as it has a major effect on the properties of the device, but this is currently difficult to achieve accurately and within the production process. Scalability is a characteristic of matter that deals directly with physics and material science behind it. This book provides basic information on fabrication and synthesis of thin films. 
Interacting Boson Model from Energy Density Functionals
This thesis describes a novel and robust way of deriving a Hamiltonian of the interacting boson model based on microscopic nuclear energy density functional theory. Based on the fact that the multi-nucleon induced surface deformation of finite nucleus can be simulated by effective boson degrees of freedom, observables in the intrinsic frame, obtained from self-consistent mean-field method with a microscopic energy density functional, are mapped onto the boson analog. 
Quantum Walks and Search Algorithms
This book addresses an interesting area of quantum computation called quantum walks, which play an important role in building quantum algorithms, in particular search algorithms. Quantum walks are the quantum analogue of classical random walks. It is known that quantum computers have great power for searching unsorted databases. This power extends to many kinds of searches, particularly to the problem of finding a specific location in a spatial layout, which can be modeled by a graph. The goal is to find a specific node knowing that the particle uses the edges to jump from one node to the next.
Features
7 Serves as the first textbook on Quantum Walks, which is an active area of research with growing interest 7 Features exercises and guidelines in each chapter to use or develop computer programs for simulation of quantum walks 7 Contains topics that students will learn faster and with more ease than would be possible from the primary research literature 
Contents
Flash Memories
Economic Principles of Performance, Cost and Reliability Optimization
The subject of this book is to introduce a model-based quantitative performance indicator methodology applicable for performance, cost and reliability optimization of non-volatile memories. The complex example of flash memories is used to introduce and apply the methodology. It has been developed by the author based on an industrial 2-bit to 4-bit per cell flash development project. For the first time, design and cost aspects of 3D integration of flash memory are treated in this book.
Features 7 A complete memory product and system optimization analysis is provided in-depth for NAND flash based solid-state storage systems 7 A Performance Indicator Methodology is developed to support a requirement based application shown for the specific example of a flash memory development process 7 A higher abstraction level is introduced to guide engineering teams responsible to develop system solutions to overcome the complexity of weaknesses of flash memories 7 Describes cost and performance issues and thus the road commercial success of Memory IC Design 
Transition-Metal Defects in Silicon
New Insights from Photoluminescence Studies of Highly Enriched 28-Si
The fundamental properties of deep luminescence centres in Si associated with transition metals such as Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt have been a focus of interest for decades, both as markers for these deleterious contaminants, and also in the quest for efficient Sibased light emission. This dissertation presents the results of ultra-high resolution photoluminescence studies of these centres in specially prepared, highly enriched 28-Si samples. The greatly improved spectral resolution due to this enrichment led to the discovery of isotopic fingerprints. These fingerprints have revealed that the detailed constituents of all of the centres previously studied had been identified incorrectly. They also revealed the existence of several different families of impurity complexes containing either four or five atoms chosen from Li, Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt. 
